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Description

[0001] The invention relates to a cathode arc source,
in particular a filtered cathode arc source. This invention
also relates to a graphite target and to a method of mak-
ing a graphite target, in particular, a graphite target for
use in a filtered cathode arc source.
[0002] The source of the invention is suitable for use
with or without filtering apparatus, in particular a double
bend filter duct as previously developed and described
in International patent application no. PCT/
GB96/00389, published as WO-A-96/26531 by the
same inventors.
[0003] Filtered cathode arc sources are used, inter
alia, to produce thin diamond-like films on substrates,
the diamond originating from a graphite target.
[0004] An acknowledged problem in prior art sources
is that their intense arc spots produce large quantities
of macroparticles that contaminate the plasma generat-
ed from the target and, in turn, the deposited films. The
problem of reducing the number of macroparticles in the
films is conventionally addressed by provision between
the target and the substrate of means for filtering mac-
roparticles from the plasma beam.
[0005] Known commercial apparatus incorporates a
45 degree angle bend to filter macroparticles from the
beam. Apparatus described by the present inventors in
International patent application no. PCT/GB96/00389
describes a double bend filter duct for the same pur-
pose. While this latter apparatus is particularly efficient,
it is desirable to provide alternative means for reducing
macroparticles in the deposited films.
[0006] US-A-5468363 describes a cathode arc
source having a specific arrangement of cathode, anode
and first and second magnetic coils, the cathode being
located in the centre of one of these coils. The arc is
constrained to the end of the cathode by sloping sides
of the cathode.
[0007] Patent Abstracts of Japan, vol. 16, no. 383, 17
August 1992 and JP-A-04/124265 describes use of
magnetic fields in magnetron sputtering apparatus, ie
apparatus different to that of the present invention.
[0008] It is known to prepare commercial graphite tar-
gets by gluing graphite powder with a binding material,
such as bitumen, and then hot pressing under high tem-
perature and pressure to graphitise and harden the tar-
get. A known graphite target is from PURE TECH INC.,
which has a density of about 1.8 g/cm3. The use of this
known graphite target produces a cathodic arc which is
typically spot-like and uses a high current density. Using
the known graphite target, a cathode arc spot usually
has a diameter of about 1-10µm. This type of arc spot
produces a large amount of macroparticles which con-
taminate tetrahedral amorphous carbon (ta-C) films pro-
duced using known filtered cathode arc sources.
[0009] Another graphite target is made by Cambridge
University and has a density of about 1.6 g/cm3, pressed
at about 200-250 MPa, at room temperature, using

graphite having a particle size of about 1 micron (10-6m).
In use, this target produces very little plasma and, con-
sequently, a very low or zero rate of deposition after the
filter section.
[0010] It has also been observed that using known
graphite targets, the surface of the target is consumed
in an uneven manner, as the arc spot moves erratically
about the surface of the target. This movement of the
arc on the surface of the target is uncontrollable and the
deposition rate falls when the spot approaches the edge
of the target.
[0011] The present invention seeks to provide a new
design of cathode and anode and a new cathode target
that, separately or in combination, eliminate or at least
ameliorate some of the problems identified in the prior
art. It is therefore an object of the invention to provide
method and apparatus to generate an arc from a cath-
ode target which in use emits fewer macroparticles com-
pared to the prior art.
[0012] According to a first aspect of the invention
there is provided a cathode arc source for generating
positive carbon ions from a cathode target, said ions be-
ing emitted in a direction substantially normal to a front
surface of the target, comprising a cathode, an anode,
a vacuum chamber and means for generating a mag-
netic field in the chamber, wherein the magnetic field has
direction substantially normal to the front surface of the
target and zero field strength at a position above the tar-
get and inside the chamber, the magnetic field being the
resultant of fields generated by a first field generating
means located above the target and a second field gen-
erating means located below the target.
[0013] The cathode arc source preferably comprises
means for generating a first magnetic field proximal to
the target and having a first field direction and means
for generating a second magnetic field distal to the tar-
get and having a field direction opposite to that of the
first magnetic field. The resultant magnetic field inside
the vacuum chamber includes a point at which the field
strength is zero in a direction substantially normal to the
front surface of the cathode target.
[0014] Alternatively, the first and second magnetic
fields are so positioned with respect to the target that
the lateral field is enhanced in a region between the tar-
get and the substrate; the null point is preferably but not
necessarily between the target and the substrate.
[0015] in use, the cathode arc source of the invention
produces a beam of positive carbon ions having re-
duced numbers of macroparticies. The invention thus
addresses the problem of how to remove macraparticles
from a plasma of positive ions by control of a magnetic
field, or a magnetic field resultant from two or more mag-
netic fields, within the vacuum chamber of the source
so that fewer macroparticles are generated ab initio. Fil-
tering of the plasma beam further to reduce macropar-
ticles is an option and is a feature of preferred embodi-
ments of the invention.
[0016] The invention thus addresses how to reduce
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macroparticle count at the point of macroparticle forma-
tion, rather than by removing them once formed.
[0017] In a particular embodiment of the invention, a
cathode arc source for generating positive ions from a
graphite cathode target comprises means for generat-
ing a magnetic field wherein:

(1) at a front surface of the target, field direction sub-
stantially normal to the front surface is towards the
front surface;

(2) magnetic field strength in the direction substan-
tially normal to the front surface decreases with in-
creasing distance from the target to a point or region
of zero field strength; and

(3) from the point or region of zero normal field
strength, with increasing distance from the target,
field direction is away from the front surface of the
target.

[0018] In this arrangement, positive ions emitted from
a front surface of the target pass first through a magnetic
field whose direction is substantially opposite to the di-
rection of the positive ions, secondly through a point or
region in which the magnetic field strength In that direc-
tion is zero and thirdly through a magnetic field whose
direction is substantially the same as that of the positive
ions. The latter field conveniently can be used to steer
the positive ions, through filtering apparatus for exam-
ple, towards a substrate.
[0019] Alternatively, the field at the front surface of the
target is away from the target towards the substrate,
then there is a point or region of zero normal field and
distally from the front surface the field direction is then
reversed, i.e. towards the target.
[0020] Hereafter, a point or region of zero field
strength in a direction substantially normal to the front
surface of the target is also referred to as a null point
[0021] In a preferred embodiment of the invention
there is provided a cathode arc source comprising a
cooled graphite cathode target, a cooled anode, an arc
power supply, a substrate, means for generating posi-
tive ions In an arc between the cathode and the anode
and means for generating a magnetic field in a direction
substantially normal to the cathode target which field
has zero field strength at a position proximal to the target
and located between the cathode target and the sub-
strate. Optionally, between the position of zero field
strength and the substrate the field direction is towards
the substrate and between the position of zero field
strength and the target the field direction is towards the
target
[0022] The desired magnetic field is conveniently re-
sultant from two separate magnetic fields, one generat-
ed at or near the target and another at or near a position
between the target and the substrate. Overlap of the two
fields produces a null point through which positive ions

pass en route to the substrate.
[0023] In use of this embodiment of the invention, an
arc is struck at a graphite target while both first and sec-
ond magnetic fields generating means are in operation.
The arc in the resultant magnetic field is not as intense
as in prior art sources but is instead diffuse, producing
few if any of the so-called "red flies" that are character-
istic of known cathode arc sources.
[0024] In another particular embodiment of the inven-
tion, there is also provided means for varying the
strengths of the one or both of the respective magnetic
fields so as to vary the position of zero normal field
strength. Such an arrangement is convenient for adjust-
ment of the distance between the front surface of the
target and the null point
[0025] The cathode arc source of a preferred embod-
iment comprises two magnetic field generating coils.
The first coil is located above the target, and in use is
between the target and the substrate. Such a magnetic
field coil is conventionally found in filtered cathode arc
sources as it provides a magnetic field to steer plasma
produced from the target through filtering apparatus,
that may for example comprise a single or a double bend
and other filtering structures such as baffles, and to-
wards the substrate. The field generated by the coil,
substantially normal to the cathode target, has its direc-
tion away from the target and towards the substrate.
This cathode arc source also comprises a second mag-
netic field coil located below the target, that is to say the
other side of the target from the substrate. This second
coil generates a magnetic field substantially co-axial
with but in a direction opposite from that generated by
the first coil. The effect is that the field produced by the
second coil partially counterbalances the field produced
by the first coil such that, by adjustment of the relative
field strengths, at a point above the target the normal
field has a null point.
[0026] As the current in the respective coils is varied
so the null point, that is to say the point of zero field in
a direction substantially normal to the front surface of
the target, moves further away from or further towards
the surface of the target
[0027] It has been found that while the respective coil
currents are varied so as to move the zero point In the
normal field above the cathode target, the strength of
the lateral field above the target surface, that Is to say
the field in a direction substantially lateral or parallel to
the front surface of the target, stays within acceptable
boundaries.
[0028] Typically, the first coil generates a magnetic
field of a steady strength of around 50mT. As current in
the second coil is varied between 5A and 20A, the
strength of the resultant field is measured in a lateral
direction, and found to be between about 15mT and
35mT. Despite this specific observation, the invention is
for use with conventional arc power supplies and is not
limited to particular field strengths but applies generally
to cathode arc sources having crossed or reversed
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fields or otherwise providing a magnetic field with a null
point between target and substrate.
[0029] It Is further observed that the strength of the
resultant magnetic field, produced by variation in
strength of the counterbalancing field, affects both arc
behaviour and deposition rate. As the null point ap-
proaches close to the target, the arc becomes more in-
tense and is located closer to the target, a strong blue
plasma is seen and there is a decrease in the deposition
rate. As the null point moves far away from the target,
the strength of the magnetic field at the target surface
increases and sustaining the arc and striking the arc be-
come problematic. There is also seen a decrease in
deposition rate. Further, It is observed that ta-C film is
deposited onto the target and onto the wall of the vacu-
um chamber. Once this occurs, re-striking of the target
is virtually impossible as it is covered with ta-C frim, in-
sulating the target from the arc current.
[0030] The null point Is therefore chosen so as to be
at an intermediate position, producing an arc having a
diffuse arc flame and reduced arc spot intensity. For dif-
ferent arc source set-ups , finding suitable operating pa-
rameters may take some trial and error or calibration.
Using a graphite target of 60mm diameter and a toroidal
duct of 12cm (6 inches) diameter, a magnetic field of
about 50mT above the target and about 60mT in the re-
verse direction below the target, the null point is about
5cm above the front surface of the target, and blue plas-
ma giving a useful deposition rate is obtained. Few "red
flies" are observed in this arc, and the target Is eroded
evenly.
[0031] While arc current is flowing, a "hump", being
an area concentrated in positive ions, forms above the
target surface. Most positive ions are accelerated back
towards the target surface, which is at a negative poten-
tial typically of about -30 volts, impinging upon the target
surface with high energy and perpetuating the arc. Cur-
rent flows as atoms on the surface of the target are dis-
associated into ions and electrons - which flow to the
anode which Is grounded and therefore at zero volts. A
typical arc current is about 100A and at this current the
plasma current, i.e. the positive ions that form the plas-
ma beam may have a current of about 1A. Thus, the
current that goes to forming the plasma beam of positive
ions is a very low proportion of the total arc current.
[0032] Alteration in the strength of the bottom mag-
netic field, under the target, produces corresponding
variation in the location of the null point. If the null point
is too close to the target surface then more electrons
flow directly from the cathode to the anode at a position
level with the null point. Therefore there is much less
plasma output. If the null point is chosen correctly then
a column of plasma is produced giving good rates of
deposition of virtually macroparticle-free coatings.
[0033] The plasma beam produced by this cathode
arc source can subsequently be filtered using conven-
tional single or double bend ducts. Magnetic steering of
the plasma beam Is achieved because the plasma beam

follows the field lines of the magnetic field as is well
known in the art.
[0034] At the null point, the field strength substantially
normal to the target is zero and there is a strong lateral
field. The normal field strength is measured in the centre
of the plasma beam. The lateral field strength is meas-
ured along the cylindrical wall of the anode. In use, the
walls of the chamber in which the cathode arc source is
located are typically coated with carbon flakes, which
glow at the point associated with a strong lateral field,
so visual observation of the position of the zero normal
field, i.e. the null point, can readily be made through a
view-port.
[0035] In an embodiment of the invention, an arc
source comprises a cathode located substantially cen-
trally with a vacuum chamber. An inner surface of the
chamber is grounded as an anode which thus surrounds
the cathode and extends away from the cathode along
the inner wall of the chamber. A graphite target is In elec-
trical contact - with the cathode and, to prevent arcing
between the cathode (rather than the target) and anode,
an electrically insulating shroud surrounds the cathode.
It is preferred that distances from the outer edges of the
target to the anode are substantially the same all the
way round the target - for example, this Is achieved by
provision of a substantially circular target, centrally po-
sitioned within a cylindrical anode. In addition, the edge
or edges of the target are optionally shrouded so that
an arc is formed only between the anode and a front
surface of the target.
[0036] To prevent any overheating damaging the
equipment, cooling is typically provided by a water
cooled jacket around the anode and in which inlet of cold
water occurs adjacent to the null point so as to provide
maximum cooling where the anode is most heated. Wa-
ter flows into the cooling jacket approximately level with
the null point and flows up an inner spiral, subsequently
flowing down an outer portion of the jacket and up an
inner spiral until it exits via an exit pipe. Water cooled
anodes are known in the art, though these anodes typ-
ically have diameters similar to the target diameter. Cur-
rent in magnet field coils above and below the target are
adjusted so that both the null point and also the water
inlet are approximately the same distance above the tar-
get surface.
[0037] Existing filtered cathode arc sources may be
modified according to the invention by addition of a sec-
ond magnetic field coil at or below the target and having
a reverse direction to that of the steering magnetic field
coil already present In existing sources it is often found
that the target need be located at a significant distance
from the coils of the magnetic steering field in order for
arc striking and maintenance to be achieved. The inven-
tion, using a reversing field around the target, decouples
arc generation from plasma steering. The target can be
closer to the magnetic steering field coil and strong
steering fields can be used without affecting arc gener-
ation.
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[0038] The first aspect of the invention also provides
a method of striking an arc at a graphite cathode target
in a vacuum chamber comprising:-

(i) generating (a) below the target, a first magnetic
field having a first field direction and (b) above the
target a second magnetic field having a second field
direction opposite to that of the first, so as to gen-
erate a magnetic field that is resultant from the first
and second fields; and

(ii) striking the arc in the resultant field.

[0039] The first and second magnetic fields can be
generated from coils located, respectively, above and
below the target, and the first coil optionally forms part
of means for filtering macroparticles from plasma pro-
duced by the arc by steering the plasma through a single
or double bend duct. As described above, the resultant
field includes a null point above the target at which point
field strength normal to the target is zero, and variation
in the coil currents varies the distance of the null point
from the target.
[0040] A second aspect of the invention, suitable for
use in combination with the arc source of the first aspect
of the invention relates to a graphite target.
[0041] Accordingly, a second aspect of the present in-
vention provides a target comprising graphite powder of
average size greater than 2 microns pressed under el-
evated temperature and pressure. Its typical density is
in the range 1.7-2.0 g/cm3; this target is for use in a cath-
ode arc source.
[0042] Preferably, the density of the target is in the
range 1.8-1.95 g/cm3. The graphite target of the inven-
tion is typically made using graphite having average par-
ticle size of about 5-20 microns, by pressing the graphite
powder at 400-620 MPa at least 150°C, preferably at
230°C +/-30°C. Preferably, the target is pressed at
450-600 MPa, most preferably at 500-600 MPa.
[0043] The graphite powder is pressed in the substan-
tial absence of binding material so that the resultant tar-
get has a porous structure that traps gas within its pores
or cells. When used in conventional cathode arc sourc-
es, or arc sources according to the first aspect of the
invention, a plasma beam of positive ions is obtainable
with reduced emission of contaminating macroparticles.
This property is believed to be due to release of small
amounts of gas from within the pores of the target into
the arc, which gas aids ionisation in the arc spot. The
inventors do not, however, wish to be bound by this the-
ory. For coating applications in which a small amount of
gas in the film can be tolerated, the target is thus of ad-
vantage as it reduces macroparticles in the film.
[0044] In a particular embodiment of the invention, the
target is pressed at about 550 MPa, giving a target den-
sity of around 1.9 g/cm3. This target is pressed in air at
about 230°C. In comparative tests, a target pressed us-
ing similar size graphite particles and at the same pres-

sure but at room temperature generates a softer target
which in use produces a plasma beam having increased
macroparticies. The invention thus relates also to a
graphite target produced by the method of the invention.
The size and shape of the target can be adjusted ac-
cording to fit into any filtered cathode arc source, though
a typically sized target is circular In cross section having
a diameter of 20mm - 100mm, preferably 40mm - 80mm.
[0045] In a specific embodiment of the invention to be
described hereafter, the cathode target is prepared from
graphite powder having average particle size of about
10 microns (325 mesh), and has a density of 1.8-1.9 g/
cm3.
[0046] In use of the graphite target of the invention, it
is observed that the cathode spot produced on the sur-
face of the target is more diffuse than when using prior
art targets. It is also observed that the cathode spot on
the graphite target of the invention has a larger size than
when using prior art targets, and is typically around 1 -
5mm in diameter, more specifically around 3mm in di-
ameter. It is an advantage of the invention that using the
graphite target produces a cathode spot that emits fewer
macroparticles which would contaminate the film depos-
ited using the filtered cathodic arc source. Use of the
graphite target thus results in cleaner films. It is also ob-
served that, using the graphite target of the invention, a
filtered cathodic arc source can be operated using a low-
er current density, and, further, that deposition of dia-
mond-like films from the graphite target can be obtained
efficiently at a high vacuum pressure in the filtered cath-
ode arc chamber. It has further also been observed that
the cathode target of the invention is consumed uniform-
ly.
[0047] The invention also provides a method of mak-
ing a graphite target for use in a cathode arc source, the
method comprising pressing graphite powder, in the ab-
sence of binding material, at a pressure of 400-620 MPa
and a temperature of 130 - 330°C to form a solid target.
[0048] It is preferred that the graphite powder is
pressed at a pressure of 450-620 MPa, more preferably
520-600 MPa. It is further preferred that the pressing
temperature is 180 - 280°C, more preferably 200 -
260°C.
[0049] in an embodiment of the invention, there is pro-
vided a method of making a graphite target comprising:-

providing a mould in which the target is to be
formed;
placing graphite powder free of binder in the mould;
pressing the powder into the mould at a pressure of
about 550 MPa and a temperature of about 230°C
to form a target; and
releasing the target from the mould.

[0050] A typical mould is one that produces a cylindri-
cal shaped target, typically having a diameter in the
range of 40-100mm, though other target shapes such
as square, triangular are appropriate according to their
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proposed use.
[0051] in another embodiment of the invention, there
is provided a method of making a graphite target further
comprising pre-heating the graphite powder in an oven
at a temperature of 100-400°C. The period of heating Is
optionally betweenυ and 10 hours and in a specific em-
bodiment of the invention described below, the graphite
powder is pre-heated for about 6 hours in an oven at
about 300°C.
[0052] In use of prior art soft targets, such as that de-
veloped by Cambridge University, it has been observed
that the arc spot drills a hole through the target surface;
the hole typically being about 1mm in diameter and lead-
ing to target cracking after 1 or 2 uses. In use of the prior
art PURE TECH INC target, it has been observed that
the arc forms a tiny arc spot on the surface of the target,
which moves quickly about the surface giving uneven
wear. In use of the target of the invention the arc spot is
observed to move more slowly around the surface of the
target, not to generate a hole in the target surface, but
instead to wear the surface of the target in a more even
fashion.
[0053] It is an advantage of the present invention that
the cathode arc source produces a plasma beam having
significantly reduced levels of macroparticles. It Is fur-
ther an advantage of the invention that the target itself
when used in combination with the cathode arc source
of the invention further reduces the number of mac-
roparticles In the emitted plasma.
[0054] The invention is now described in the following
specific examples which are not to be construed as lim-
iting the scope of the invention, and illustrated by draw-
ings in which:-

Fig.s 1 and 2 show, respectively, front and side cut-
away views of a cathode arc source of the invention;

Fig. 3 shows a side view of a cathode arc source of
the invention as part of deposition apparatus and
connected to a deposition chamber;

Fig. 4 is a graph of magnetic field strength in a di-
rection substantially normal to the target in a cath-
ode arc source of Fig. 1, the field strength measured
at the centre of the beam of ions emitted from the
target;

Fig. 5 is a graph of magnetic field strength in a di-
rection substantially lateral to the target in a cathode
arc source of Fig. 1, the field strength measured at
the cylindrical walls of the anode;

Fig. 6 is a graph showing rate of deposition of ta-C
film against pressure of pressing graphite powder
into a target;

Fig.7 is a graph showing target density against
pressure of pressing graphite powder into a target;

Fig. 8 is a photograph of an arc generated using a
commercially available graphite target;

Fig. 9 is a photograph of an arc generated using a
graphite target according to the invention;

Fig. 10 is a photograph of a ta-C film deposited us-
ing a commercially available graphite target (mag-
nification x 500); and

Fig. 11 is a photograph of a ta-C film deposited using
a graphite target of the invention (magnification x
500).

[0055] Referring to figs 1, 2 and 3, a cathode arc
source (10) is shown generally in figs 1 and 2 and con-
nected to a deposition chamber (36) in fig 3.
[0056] The source (10) comprises a cathode (12)
shrouded by a non-insulating shroud (13) and an anode
(14) that is formed by the inside wall of the vacuum
chamber (11). A target (16) is in electrical contact with
the cathode (12). An insulating shroud (17) surrounds
the target to prevent arcing between sides of the target
(16) and the anode (14). The cathode (12) and the an-
ode (14) are connected to an arc power supply (not
shown).
[0057] Cooling of the cathode is achieved via supply
of cooling water via water inlet (20) and water outlet (22).
Cooling of the anode is likewise achieved by supply of
cooling water via water inlet (24) and water outlet (26).
Water that cools the anode passes through a 3-layered
cooling jacket (27) with flow of cooling water in the di-
rection indicated by arrows on fig 2.
[0058] A rotatable striker (28) is mounted on the wall
of the vacuum chamber and is adapted to rotate towards
and contact the target (16) to achieve ignition of the
cathode arc.
[0059] A view port (30) including a swagelock fitting
for gas input (31) is mounted on the side of the source
for visible inspection of the arc during operation.
[0060] Below the target (16) there is a first magnetic
coil (32, shown in fig 1 and not shown in fig 2) and mount-
ed above the target (16) and around the cylindrical wall
of the chamber is a second magnetic coil (34, shown In
fig 1 and not shown in fig 2). In operation of the cathode
arc source (10) magnetic fields are generated by the re-
spective coils (32, 34) and a resultant magnetic field is
produced within the vacuum chamber (11) such that,
about 2-4cm above the target, in which there is a point
of zero field strength in a direction substantially normal
to the target (16). The point of zero field strength, or "null
point", is within the vacuum chamber (11) and a short
distance above the target (16). Variation of the currents
in the respective coils (32, 34) will vary the distance be-
tween the surface of the target (16) and the null point.
In fig 3 the windings of the second coil (34) extend to
the walls (40) of a toroidal duct (42) leading to deposition
chamber (36) which is mounted on support structure
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(38). If increased steering field is needed then field coils
(34) can be supplemented by permanent magnets on
the outside of the bend (not shown).
[0061] In use of this cathode arc source, the currents
in the respective first and second coils (32, 34) are var-
ied such that the null point, i.e. the point at which the
magnetic field in a direction substantially normal to the
target has zero strength, is between 0.5cm and about
6cm away from the target (16).
[0062] During operation of the cathode arc source the
magnetic field generated by the coil located above the
target (34) was kept constant and providing a magnetic
field with strength about 50mT and the current in the coil
located below the target (32) was varied between 5A
and 20A and the resultant fields in the normal and the
lateral directions were measured. The results are shown
on figs 4 and 5. In fig 4 it is seen that as the current in
the coil below the target is increased from 5A through
increments of 2.5A and up to 20A, so the position at
which the normal magnetic field has zero strength in-
creases from about 0.5cm above the target surface to
above 6cm above the target surface. Fig. 5 shows the
results of measuring the strength of the field In a direc-
tion lateral to the target and measured at the anode wall
(14) of the source. The results in fig 5 show that the
strength of the lateral field varies between about 15mT,
when the current in the coil below the target is 5A and
the null point is about 0.5cm above the target surface,
and about 25mT when the current In the coil below the
target is 20A and the null point is about 6cm above the
target surface. Referring to figs 4 and 5, while these figs
illustrate the results of measurement of field strength us-
ing the coil currents specified for the coil below the tar-
get, it will be appreciated by a person of skill in the art
that further variations in the coil current, maintaining a
null point in the normal field inside the vacuum chamber
and above the target, can also be adopted during use
of the cathode arc source.

Example 1

[0063] Graphite powder suitable for preparing a
graphite target was placed in an oven and heated at 250
degrees C for about 5 hours. The powder was removed
from the oven and pressed, free of binders such as bi-
tumen or tar, into a mould at a temperature of about
230°C and pressure of about 550 MPa, this pressure
being maintained for a period of about 30 minutes.
[0064] The resultant graphite target had a density of
about 1.9 g/cm3 and was cylindrical, having a diameter
of 60mm.
[0065] Using this graphite target in a filtered cathode
arc source we observed that the diameter of the cathode
spot on the surface of the target was approximately
5mm in diameter. Whereas using prior art graphite tar-
gets, an intensely bright spot and "red flies" are typically
seen at the cathode. Very few "red flies" were observed
using the new target. Instead, the spot is bluish in colour

and the plasma has a similar blue colour.
[0066] The inventors have thus found that a porous
graphite target, pressed under less extreme conditions
then in the art, gives rise to an arc that is diffuse to an
approximate, typically size of 10mm. This diffuse arc re-
sults in use of a much lower current density and produc-
es significantly fewer macroparticles in the emitted
beam of plasma.

Example 2

[0067] Graphite powder having a particle size of about
10 microns diameter was pressed, again free of binder
material, into graphite targets at a temperature of about
230°C and a compress pressure of about 80, 120, 250,
310, 420 and 520 MPa. The deposition rate was tested
in a filtered cathode arc source having a double bend
filter duct and substantially as described in PCT/
GB96/00389. The results are shown In fig 6.
[0068] Further targets were made by pressing graph-
ite powder of size approximately 10 microns in diameter
at a temperature of 230°C and at compress pressures
of about 80, 180, 250, 310, 420 and 520 MPa. The den-
sity of these targets was measured and the results are
Illustrated in fig 7.
[0069] Fig 6 illustrates that targets obtained using a
compress pressure of about 250 MPa or above pro-
duced the highest deposition rates. The density of
graphite targets produced in this pressure range, as
shown in fig 7, is around 1.7-1.9 g/cm3. Thus, a graphite
target made according to the invention produces advan-
tageous results in terms of lower macroparticle count
while not sacrificing deposition rate.

Example 3

[0070] Using the cathode arc source of the invention,
we investigated the characteristics of an arc produced
using a commercially available target and using a target
of the invention.
[0071] The arcs generated were photographed via the
view point and the results are shown in figs 8 and 9. Fig
8 is the arc produced from a commercial graphite target.
Numerous red flies are visible as bright streaks in the
photograph. These red flies are indicative of macropar-
ticles formed in the arc.
[0072] In fig 9 the arc is virtually free of red flies and
has a much more uniform appearance then when the
arc is generated from the commercial target.
[0073] Films of ta-C were deposited using both the
commercially availably target and the target of example
1. Fig 10 shows a photograph magnified 500 times of
the film produced using the commercially available tar-
get. A number of blemishes are visible, indicating mac-
roparticles in the film. The number of macroparticles
seen is significantly less than when a ta-C film is pro-
duced using a commercially available target and In a
commercially available cathode arc source. Fig 11
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shows a photograph magnified 500 times of a ta-C film
produced using a target according to the present inven-
tion in a cathode arc source according to the present
invention. The film is free of macroparticles.
[0074] The invention enables production of thin films,
such as diamond-like films, containing fewer macropar-
ticles, and has wide industrial application, for example
hard disc drive and semiconductor manufacture and in
coating optical elements.

Claims

1. A cathode arc source (10) for generating positive
carbon ions from a cathode target (16), said ions
being emitted in a direction substantially normal to
a front surface of the target, comprising a cathode
(12), an anode (14), a vacuum chamber (11) and
means for generating a magnetic field in the cham-
ber, wherein the magnetic field has direction sub-
stantially normal to the front surface of the target
and zero field strength at a position above the target
(16) and inside the chamber (11), the magnetic field
being the resultant of fields generated by a first field
generating means (34) located above the target and
a second field generating means (32) located below
the target.

2. A source according to Claim 1 wherein an inner sur-
face (14) of the chamber is an anode.

3. A source according to Claim 1 or 2 wherein said first
field generating means (34) generates a first mag-
netic field distal from the target and having a first
field direction and said second means (32) gener-
ates a second magnetic field proximal to the target
and having a field direction substantially opposite
to that of the first.

4. A source according to any previous claim for gen-
erating positive ions from a graphite target, wherein:

(1) at a front surface of the target, magnetic field
direction substantially normal to the front sur-
face is towards the front surface;

(2) magnetic field strength in said direction de-
creases with increasing distance from the tar-
get to a point of zero field strength substantially
normal to the front surface; and

(3) from said point of zero field strength, with
increasing distance from the target, magnetic
field direction is away from the front surface of
the target.

5. A source according to any of Claims 1-3 for gener-
ating positive ions from a graphite target, wherein:

(1) at a front surface of the target, magnetic field
direction substantially normal to the front sur-
face is away from the front surface and towards
the substrate;

(2) magnetic field strength in said direction de-
creases with increasing distance from the tar-
get to a point of zero field strength substantially
normal to the front surface; and

(3) from said point of zero field strength, with
increasing distance from the target, magnetic
field direction is towards the front surface of the
target.

6. A source according to any previous claim compris-
ing means for generating a magnetic field which has
zero field strength in a direction substantially normal
to the target and a lateral field strength of 15mT to
35mT.

7. A source according to any preceding claim in which
at the point of zero field strength in a direction sub-
stantially normal to the target, field strength in a di-
rection substantially lateral to the target is at least
10mT.

8. A source according to Claim 7 wherein the point of
zero normal magnetic field is located between 2 and
6 cm above the surface of the target.

9. A source according to Claim 8 wherein the point of
zero normal magnetic field is about 5cm above the
surface of the target.

10. A source according to any preceding claim further
comprising means for generating a radial electric
field to focus positive ions generated from the
source into a beam.

11. A source according to any preceding claim, com-
prising a target comprising graphite powder of av-
erage size greater than 2 microns pressed at
400-620 MPa at a temperature of at least 150°C.

12. A method of striking an arc at a graphite cathode
target (16) in a vacuum chamber (11) comprising:-

(i) generating (a) above the target, a first mag-
netic field having a first field direction and (b)
below the target, a second magnetic field hav-
ing a second field direction opposite to that of
the first, so as to generate a magnetic field that
is resultant from the first and second fields; and

(ii) striking the arc in the resultant field.

13. A method according to Claim 12 wherein the arc is
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struck between the graphite cathode target (16) and
an anode formed by an inner surface (14) of the vac-
uum chamber.

14. A method according to Claim 12 or 13 comprising
varying coil current in means for generating the first
or second magnetic fields so as to vary the resultant
field to optimize arc striking.

15. A method according to any of Claims 12-14 com-
prising using the first magnetic field to steer plasma
from the arc through a macroparticle filter (40,42).

16. A method according to any of Claims 12-15 wherein
the first and second fields are substantially co-axial.

17. A method according to Claim 16 wherein the first
and second fields are substantially co-axial with
plasma emitted from the arc.

18. A method according to any of Claims 12-17 wherein
the target comprises graphite powder of average
size greater than 2 microns pressed at 400-620
MPa at a temperature of at least 150°C.

Patentansprüche

1. Kathodenbogenquelle (10), um positive Kohlen-
stoffionen von einem Kathodentarget (16) zu erzeu-
gen, wobei die Ionen in einer Richtung emittiert wer-
den, die im Wesentlichen normal zu einer Vorder-
fläche des Targets ist, mit einer Kathode (12), einer
Anode (14), einer Vakuumkammer (11) und einem
Mittel zum Erzeugen eines Magnetfeldes in der
Kammer, wobei das Magnetfeld eine Richtung hat,
die im Wesentlichen normal zu der Vorderfläche
des Targets ist und eine Feldstärke von Null bei ei-
ner Position oberhalb des Targets (16) und inner-
halb der Kammer (11) hat, wobei das Magnetfeld
die Resultierende von Feldern ist, die durch ein er-
stes Bilderzeugungsmittel (34), das sich oberhalb
des Targets befindet, und ein zweites Felderzeu-
gungsmittel (32), das sich unterhalb des Targets be-
findet, erzeugt werden.

2. Quelle nach Anspruch 1, bei welcher eine innere
Oberfläche (14) der Kammer eine Anode ist.

3. Quelle nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, bei welcher das er-
ste Felderzeugungsmittel (34) ein erstes Magnet-
feld, das von dem Target entfernt bzw. körperfern
ist und eine erste Feldrichtung hat, erzeugt und das
zweite Mittel (32) ein zweites Magnetfeld, das nah
an dem Target ist bzw. körpernah zu dem Target ist
und eine Feldrichtung hat, die im Westentlichen ent-
gegengesetzt zu derjenigen des ersten ist, erzeugt.

4. Quelle nach irgendeinem vorhergehenden An-
spruch, um positive Ionen von einem Graphittarget
zu erzeugen, bei welcher:

(1) bei einer Vorderfläche des Targets die Ma-
gnetfeldrichtung, die im Wesentlichen normal
zu der Vorderfläche ist, in Richtung auf die Vor-
derfläche weist;

(2) die Magnetfeldstärke in der Richtung mit zu-
nehmendem Abstand von dem Target bis zu ei-
nem Punkt einer Feldstärke von Null abnimmt,
die im Wesentlichen normal zu der Vorderflä-
che ist; und

(3) ausgehend von dem Punkt der Feldstärke
von Null mit zunehmendem Abstand von dem
Target die magnetische Feldrichtung weg von
der Vorderfläche des Targets weist.

5. Quelle nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 3, um po-
sitive Ionen von einem Graphittarget zu erzeugen,
bei welcher:

(1) bei einer Vorderfläche des Targets die ma-
gnetische Feldrichtung im Wesentlichen nor-
mal zu der Vorderfläche weg von der Vorderflä-
che und in Richtung auf das Substrat weist;

(2) die Magnetfeldstärke in der Richtung mit zu-
nehmendem Abstand von dem Target bis zu ei-
nem Punkt einer Feldstärke von Null abnimmt,
die im Wesentlichen normal zu der Vorderflä-
che ist; und

(3) ausgehend von dem Punkt der Feldstärke
von Null mit zunehmendem Abstand von dem
Target die Magnetfeldrichtung in Richtung auf
die Vorderfläche des Targets weist.

6. Quelle nach einem vorhergehenden Anspruch, die
ein Mittel zum Erzeugen eines Magnetfelds um-
fasst, das eine Feldstärke von Null in einer Richtung
im Wesentlichen normal zu dem Target und eine la-
terale bzw. seitliche Feldstärke von 15mT bis 35mT
hat.

7. Quelle nach irgendeinem vorhergehenden An-
spruch, bei welcher bei dem Punkt der Feldstärke
von Null in einer Richtung im Wesentlichen normal
zu dem Target die Feldstärke in einer Richtung im
Wesentlichen lateral zu dem Target wenigstens
10mT ist.

8. Quelle nach Anspruch 7, bei welcher der Punkt, wo
das normale magnetische Feld null ist, sich zwi-
schen 2 und 6 cm oberhalb der Oberfläche des Tar-
gets befindet.
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9. Quelle nach Anspruch 8, bei welcher der Punkt, wo
das normale magnetische Feld null ist, ungefähr 5
cm oberhalb der Oberfläche des Targets ist.

10. Quelle nach irgendeinem vorhergehenden An-
spruch, die weiter ein Mittel zum Erzeugen eines
radialen elektrischen Feldes aufweist, um positive
Ionen, die von der Quelle erzeugt werden, in einen
Strahl zu fokusieren.

11. Quelle nach irgendeinem vorhergehenden An-
spruch, die ein Target aufweist, das ein Graphitpul-
ver mit mittlerer Größe größer als zwei Mikrometer
aufweist, auf das ein Druck von 400-620 MPa bei
einer Temperatur von wenigstens 150°C ausgeübt
wurde.

12. Verfahren zum Zünden eines Bogens bei einem
Graphit-Kathodentarget (16) in einer Vakuumkam-
mer (11), das Folgendes umfasst:

(i) (a) oberhalb des Targets wird ein erstes ma-
gnetisches Feld mit einer ersten Feldrichtung
erzeugt und (b) unterhalb des Targets wird ein
zweites magnetisches Feld mit einer zweiten
Feldrichtung, die derjenigen des ersten entge-
gengesetzt ist, erzeugt, um so ein Magnetfeld
zu erzeugen, das sich von dem ersten und
zweiten Feld ergibt; und

(ii) der Bogen in dem resultierenden Feld wird
gezündet.

13. Verfahren nach Anspruch 12, bei welchem der Bo-
gen zwischen dem Graphit-Kathodentarget (16)
und einer Anode, die durch eine innere Oberfläche
(14) der Vakuumkammer gebildet wird, gezündet
wird.

14. Verfahren nach Anspruch 12 oder 13, das das Va-
riieren eines Spulenstromes in einem Mittel zum Er-
zeugen des ersten oder zweiten magnetischen Fel-
des umfasst, um so das resultierende Feld zu vari-
ieren, um das Bogenzünden zu optimieren.

15. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 12 bis 14, das
die Verwendung des ersten magnetischen Feldes
umfasst, um Plasma von dem Bogen durch einen
Makropartikelfilter (40, 42) zu lenken bzw. zu leiten.

16. Verfahren nach irgendeinem der Ansprüche 12 bis
15, bei welchem das erste und zweite Feld im We-
sentlichen koaxial ist.

17. Verfahren nach Anspruch 16, bei welchem das er-
ste und zweite Feld im Wesentlichen koaxial mit
Plasma ist, das von dem Bogen emittiert wird.

18. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 12 bis 17, bei
welchen das Target ein Graphitpulver umfasst, das
eine mittlere Größe größer als zwei Mikrometer hat
und das unter einem Druck von 400-620 MPa bei
einer Temperatur von wenigstens 150°C gesetzt
wurde.

Revendications

1. Source d'arc cathodique (10) pour générer des ions
carbone positifs à partir d'une cible cathode (16),
lesdits ions étant émis dans une direction sensible-
ment perpendiculaire à une surface frontale de la
cible, comprenant une cathode (12), une anode
(14), une chambre de vide (11) et des moyens pour
générer un champ magnétique dans la chambre,
dans laquelle le champ magnétique a une direction
sensiblement perpendiculaire à la surface frontale
de la cible et une force de champ zéro en une po-
sition au-dessus de la cible (16) et à l'intérieur de la
chambre (11), le champ magnétique étant la résul-
tante des champs générés par des premiers
moyens de génération de champ (34) situés au-
dessus de la cible et des seconds moyens de gé-
nération de champ (32) situés au-dessous de la ci-
ble.

2. Source selon la revendication 1, dans laquelle une
surface intérieure (14) de la chambre est une ano-
de.

3. Source selon la revendication 1 ou 2, dans laquelle
lesdits premiers moyens de génération de champ
(34) génèrent un premier champ magnétique distal
depuis la source et ayant une première direction de
champ et lesdits seconds moyens (32) génèrent un
second champ magnétique proximal de la cible et
ayant une direction de champ sensiblement oppo-
sée à celle du premier.

4. Source selon l'une quelconque des revendications
précédentes pour générer des ions positifs à partir
d'une cible de graphite, dans laquelle :

(1) sur une surface frontale de la cible, la direc-
tion du champ magnétique sensiblement per-
pendiculaire à la surface frontale est vers la
surface frontale;

(2) la force du champ magnétique dans ladite
direction diminue avec l'augmentation de la dis-
tance depuis la cible vers un point de force de
champ zéro sensiblement perpendiculaire à le
surface frontale; et

(3) à partir dudit point de force de champ zéro,
avec l'augmentation de la distance depuis la ci-
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ble, la direction de champ magnétique est éloi-
gnée de la surface frontale de la cible.

5. Source selon l'une quelconque des revendications
1-3 pour générer des ions positifs depuis une cible
de graphite, dans laquelle :

(1) sur une surface frontale de la source, la di-
rection de champ magnétique sensiblement
perpendiculaire à la surface frontale est éloi-
gnée de la surface frontale et dirigée vers le
substrat;

(2) la force de champ magnétique dans ladite
direction diminue avec l'augmentation de la dis-
tance depuis la cible vers un point de force de
champ zéro sensiblement perpendiculaire à la
surface frontale; et

(3) à partir dudit point de force de champ zéro,
avec l'augmentation de la distance depuis la ci-
ble, la direction de champ magnétique est diri-
gée vers la surface frontale de la cible.

6. Source selon l'une quelconque des revendications
précédentes, comprenant des moyens pour géné-
rer un champ magnétique qui a une force de champ
zéro dans une direction sensiblement perpendicu-
laire à la cible et une force de champ latéral de
15mT à 35mT.

7. Source selon l'une quelconque des revendications
précédentes, dans laquelle au point de force de
champ zéro dans une direction sensiblement per-
pendiculaire à la cible, la force de champ dans une
direction sensiblement latérale à la cible est au
moins de 10mT.

8. Source selon la revendication 7, dans laquelle le
point de champ magnétique perpendiculaire zéro
est situé entre 2 et 6 cm au-dessus de la surface de
la cible.

9. Source selon la revendication 8, dans laquelle le
point de champ magnétique perpendiculaire zéro
est à environ 5cm au-dessus de la surface de la ci-
ble.

10. Source selon l'une quelconque des revendications
précédentes comprenant de plus des moyens pour
générer un champ électrique radial pour concentrer
les ions positifs générés depuis la source en un fais-
ceau.

11. Source selon l'une quelconque des revendications
précédentes, comprenant une cible comprenant
une poudre de graphite de taille moyenne supérieu-
re à 2 microns comprimée à 400-620 MPa à une

température d'au moins 150°C.

12. Procédé pour créer un arc sur une cible cathode de
graphite (16) dans une chambre de vide (11), com-
prenant les opérations consistant à :

(i) générer (a) au-dessus de la cible, un premier
champ magnétique ayant une première direc-
tion de champ et (b) au-dessous de la cible, un
second champ magnétique ayant une seconde
direction de champ opposée à celle du premier,
de façon à générer un champ magnétique qui
est résultant des premier et second champs; et

(ii) créer l'arc dans le champ résultant.

13. Procédé selon la revendication 12, dans lequel l'arc
est créé entre la cible cathode de graphite (16) et
une anode formée par une surface intérieure (14)
de la chambre de vide.

14. Procédé selon la revendication 12 ou 13, compre-
nant une variation du courant de bobine dans des
moyens pour générer les premier et second
champs magnétiques de façon à faire varier le
champ résultant pour optimiser la création de l'arc.

15. Procédé selon l'une quelconque des revendications
12-14, comprenant l'utilisation du premier champ
magnétique pour piloter le plasma depuis l'arc à tra-
vers un filtre à macroparticules (40,42).

16. Procédé selon l'une quelconque des revendications
12-15, dans lequel les premier et second champs
sont sensiblement co-axiaux.

17. Procédé selon la revendication 16, dans lequel les
premier et second champs sont sensiblement co-
axiaux avec le plasma émis par l'arc.

18. Procédé selon l'une quelconque des revendications
12-17, dans lequel la cible comprend de la poudre
de graphite d'une taille moyenne supérieure à 2 mi-
crons comprimée à 400-620 Mpa a une températu-
re d'au moins 150°C.
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